Front-end-saver
(Beverage antenna switch)
(CQ Magazine, Feb 97)

Front-end-saver. Prevents RF overload from your transmit signal getting back into the UNPROTECTED Auxiliary antenna input causing reduced power output, high VSWR, spurious transmit signals, and possible front-end “burnout”

Three reed relays do the following
1. disconnects the antenna
2. Shorts the antenna port to ground
3. Provides keying relay to prevent damage to your transceivers T/R relay
   (specify whether your amplifier is QSK or non-QSK)

Prices: $59.95 plus $5.00 s/h

Mailing address:
Gary Nichols, kd9sv
4121 Fahlsing Road
Woodburn, IN 46797
Tel 260 632-4642
Kd9sv@comcast.net